CHIEF’S REPORT
JULY, 2019
Operations and Activities
During the month of July, 2019, Victor Fire Department responded to 44 calls, including:
0 fires
1 overpressurization/ explosion
2 motor vehicle collisions/ rescue
4 EMS calls
4 hazardous conditions
8 good intent/ service calls
11 false alarms
14 mutual aid: 2 to Farmington, 12 to Fishers.
We received mutual aid on 6 calls (6 Fishers).
The average attendance per call was 7.6 firefighters (4.2 average on scene), providing a total of 172
hours of service. We had a Victor Fire unit on scene within 5 minutes at 53% of the calls and within 9
minutes at 86%.
There were 7 training events totaling 153 hours of service; 4 were department wide, averaging 15.5
firefighters.
In addition, there were 12 other events (meetings, parades, work details, etc.), where our members
provided an additional 66 hours of service. All told, our members have provided 391 hours of service
this past month.
The Chief’s Office, in addition to routine business, participated in the following (these are not captured
in the hourly reports):
 5 Fire Service Coordinated Plan Reviews (Town) plus 1 review for a Village Planning Application
 District staff meeting
 Line Officer Budget planning meeting
 Review of insurance binder with Commissioner Turner and Rob Anderson
 Workshop on “NavigatePrepared”, the school emergency reporting system
 Meeting with Ontario County Civil Service with Commissioner McConnell and Lisa Hauf
 Coordinated meeting between HVAC and alarm vendors.
 Meeting with Greenlight networks
On July 6, 2019, we responded to 7 storm related calls, most of which were in Fishers district, including
one where we helped to relieve a overwhelmed cross-over pipe on Gillis Rd by pumping over the road.
Throughout the month, our members also participated in several area carnival parades and 2781
attending a funeral for a retired paid firefighter being interred in St. Patrick’s Cemetery.
Apparatus Issues

Pump testing and main line apparatus chassis service has been completed; our service vendor found a
list of items to be addressed. The list is under review. We have noticed the mechanical step on 2771 is
not extending fully and the Federal Q siren ground wire on 2712 is falling off. Ass’t Chief Lockwood will
address these concerns personally.
The annual Hurst testing has been completed.
The rear brakes on 2771 are locking up again; after the vehicle sits for a period of time, the operator has
to put the vehicle in reverse for a foot or two to release the brakes. At one of the drills, the brakes
locked up again, leaving a significant drag mark out the bays and down Adams St. The vehicle is
scheduled for work the week of August 5.
Building & Equipment Issues
On July 30, the SCBA fill station compressor motor overheated, resulting in a heat detector activation.
Our crews responded, shut off the power to the unit, and ventilated the system. We attempted to call
our normal vendor to inspect the unit, but after three days of no response, chose Jerome Fire
Equipment to complete the work. The unit is working again.
The HVAC system has bene repaired, and all four RTUs appear to be running well. The overhead door
PM has been completed, and we are scheduling the appliance PM for August.
The base station screens for the MDT and IamResponding displays are installed. We are waiting on
some vendor assistance to have them up and running.
Personnel & Training
Staffing levels (53 members, excluding Life/Inactive):
22 Interior
5 Probationary
15 Exterior
11 Service/Administrative
Two probationary firefighters – Stephen Decker and April Rider – have resigned due to scheduling. They
were recently hired by Ontario County Sheriff’s Department as road patrol deputies, and their workload
hinders their ability to spend the time volunteering. Although we have not received it yet, we anticipate
Firefighter Tiffani Johnson to be submitting a resignation as well, due to her work schedule.
Firefighter Linda Tice has transferred from Interior to Exterior status at her request.
Firefighters Roman Czornobil and Alex Czornobil have completed the Basic Exterior Firefighting
Operations course (BEFO), which the first half of the Firefighter I curriculum. Lieutenant Kevin
MacDonald has completed the 5th and final module installment for Fire Officer I.
Respectfully submitted,

Sean McAdoo, Chief.
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